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On November 26,

1979, the Schroeder Pavilion was dedicated.

A 34 X 14

foot mosaic of St. Luke’s namesake against the north facade of the Pavilion
Created by internationally known artist Edmund
was also unveiled.
Lewandowski,

the mosaic was fully underwritten by a $25,000 grant from the

Margaret and Fred Loock Foundation.

With glass and stone chips coming from 10
To

countries, .the mosaic contained about 780 of these pieces pet square foot.

It
our knowledge, this is the largest tendering of St. Luke ever created.
also could well be the most authentic, in that it was created in the style of
the Syzantine era of the fourth century which saw the birth of mosaic
decoration in early Christian churches.

Each of the four circles surrounding St.
hospital.

Knowledge:

and Dedication:
Strength:

Luke represents a facet of the

the hospital’s broad range of specialized care; Service

the close relationship of the hospital to the family unit;

the winged ox, the biblical symbol of St.

the

Luke; and Worldwide:

hospital’s global scope of care and St. Luke’s spiritual influence.

Durin the 192.0’s outreach programs became a focus for the hospital.

The

Franklin Medical Center was created in 1924 to satisfy the needs of residrts

on the far southwest side of the city.

In April of 1986 an affiliation was

formed with Good Samaritan Medical Center which is located in the downtown
It has allowed both hospitals to operate mote efficiently and
area.
effectively for their consumers.

A non—profit parent corporation was formed,

and named initially St. Luke’s Samaritan Corporation.
renamed St. Luke’ Medical Center.

St. Luke’s Hospital was

Outpatient henodialysis was transfered to

a new facility at 38th Street and Wisconsin Ave.
one of the first of its kind in Milwaukee.

This freestanding center is

A more comfortable and efficient

atmosphere was created for patients requiring dialysis.
Heart care was again advanced when heart transplants were resumed in
7 artificial heart
1984.
St. Luke’s received FDA approval to use the Jarvik
—

in April of 1986.

Drs. Alfred 3. Tector and Terence N. Schmahl successfully

implanted the Jarvjk—7 into Ronald Smith of Gary, Indiana on November 21,
1986.
It sustained Mr. Smith successfully while a suitable donor heart was
located for him.
have taken place.

Since this incredible event,

several more Jarvik surgeries

Dr. Gerald Dorros was also making strides in heart care

with new angioplasty, valvuloplasty and drug therapy techniques.
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